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Thresholds of Technological Remembering
Dirk de Bruyn 
Deakin University, Australia
Abstract: This paper analyses a short documentary Threshold (20 minutes, 2014), constructed to document the history and 
childhood remembrances of the Geelong Waterfront area and its Western and Eastern Beach-fronts for exhibition at local tourist 
sites and at Deakin University’s waterfront campus. The City of Geelong is a regional center situated close to Melbourne critically 
expanded through post Second World War Migration and on the back of now disappearing manufacturing industries. This paper 
discusses the use of photographic material gleaned from the Geelong Heritage Centre, the Victorian State Library, the National 
Film and Sound Archive and other Archives. The searching for photographic material is itself experienced as a simulated Situ-
ationist dérive similar, yet experienced as idiosyncratically different, to a material exploration of the city itself. Using examples 
from the video, it is argued that the gap with what is verifiable and what is remembered has affinities with the way memory itself 
gets things ‘wrong’ with what Janet Walker has called disremembering in which memories are often reshaped by their emotional 
charge.
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Introduction
It is asserted that performing childhood remembrances ‘digitally’ implicitly maps the periodic shifts in record-
ing devices of the periods of time recalled. The clean and stylized black and white photography of industrial 
and design photographer Wolfgang Sievers (1913-2007) and the highly detailed imagery of aerial photogra-
pher Charles Daniel Pratt (1892-1968) both reflect in form as well as content the social context of the times. 
Their work is now digitally accessible in online archives, more complex and multifaceted to the ones these 
artists originally assembled. From their originating form, historic image technologies have now migrated into 
the hyper-malleable digital form of Vilem Flusser’s ‘technical image’ as is demonstrated by Google Maps, where 
they re-perform many aspects of Siever’s and Pratt’s earlier ‘real’ migration. The value of animation is also dis-
cussed to depict aspects of the past which remain more inaccessible to recall or unspeakable. For Flusser ‘tech-
nical images are meaningful surfaces. Created by programs, they are dependent on the laws of technology and 
the natural sciences.’ (Ströhl, 2004, p. xxiii).
There are four historic strands weaved through Threshold. One offers an archaeology from the 1920s to the 
1950s, another spans the 1950s to the present, a third from the 1960s to the 1980s, whilst a fourth contem-
porary digital strand references the last decade. Jim Demetrious’s oral history of growing up in Geelong from 
the late 1950s provides the film’s spoken narrative spine. Pratt and Siever’s photographs are embedded in the 
visual grazing of the Geelong waterfront site that illustrates this remembering. Their images are placed in rela-
tion to more contemporary recordings from Google maps and surveillance-like time-lapse recordings of the 
Beach areas today. 
The earliest thread is the aerial photography archive of Charles Daniel Pratt surveying Geelong’s provincial 
metropolis from the 1920s to the 1950s. The celebrated industrial photography of Wolfgang Sievers docu-
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ments the Ford Factory and Geelong Wharves in the 1960s and 1970s. Each history is incorporated into the 
narrative as an a-historical aesthetic trace, implicitly communicating its period through the idiosyncrasies of 
the recording devices accessible in each period, of which the malleable digital form of Google Maps and the 
field dominant aesthetic it offers, is it’s terminal container. Each of these strands contains within it the period’s 
aesthetic trace, which is further reflected in the personalities at their core, also shaped in part by the dominant 
technologies at play in their personal development. A version of the documentary can be viewed online at: 
https://vimeo.com/87764985
Pratt
Charles Daniel Pratt (1892-1968) started working life as a New Zealand grocer in Helensville coming to Geelong 
after the First World War. He had enlisted in the army from 1914-18 and served in the Gallipoli campaign, where 
he was wounded, as well as the Egypt and Palestine campaigns, serving in the New Zealand Engineers, in the 
motor dispatch riders. He received a Victory Medal. His final service was in the Royal Flying Corps. He rose from 
private to Lieutenant during his service. There are a number of photographs in the New Zealand Archives of 
crashed and captured planes from campaigns attributed to Pratt. After his war service Charles and his brothers 
established a factory in Geelong, “Geelong Air Service Pratt Bros.” where they assembled De Havilland planes and 
offered joyrides to the public as well as providing flying instruction. Charles taught his three brothers to fly.
Geelong was accidently chosen as a place to live. Charles had bought a shipment of planes in Egypt after the 
war in the early 1920s and found difficulty in moving them from the docks in Melbourne in transit on to New 
Zealand due to an industrial dispute. As a result he assembled his De Havilland plane there and flew the bay 
area of Port Phillip Bay, discovering the Belmont Commons as a good place to offer joyrides around the area, 
leasing it in 1919 with residence established at 200 Latrobe Terrace, Geelong. The Pratt Brothers also ran a Sun-
beam motorcycle business in Geelong from 1932. Brother Frank Pratt became a successful motorbike racer at 
Phillip Island, which Charles recorded on film.
The photographs used in Threshold are attributed to Charles Pratt and his company Airspy. The First World War 
trained many pilots in air photography with improved technologies requiring both a pilot and photographer. 
Aerial photography had come of age in the Palestine campaign by augmenting inadequate maps of the Turkish 
Front. From the 1920s to the 1960s Airspy was a significant innovative enterprise in regional Victoria, Geelong 
and Melbourne. Independent researchers Ken Mansell and Michael Riley indicate that Major Harry Turner Shaw 
(1889-1973) and William Herbert Hansom (1862- 1939) were central figures and they note ‘It is unclear when 
Pratt became involved with Airspy. Nor is it clear his involvement was ever as photographer.’ (Mansell, 2013) 
However, Charles Pratt’s Estate donated the extensive ‘Airspy Collection’ of aerial photos to the State Library of 
Victoria under Pratt’s name in 1972 and the collection was consequently digitized in the early 2000s. Pre 1950s 
photographs are legally out of copyright and so freely downloadable as 4k image files (.tiff) from the Library 
website. This access is available to all members of the public and there is no log on required. These images were 
originally located through a simple online search using combinations of “Waterfront”, “Eastern Beach”, “Western 
Beach” and “Geelong”, with Pratt’s critical history unearthed by co-incidence and expanded through further 
online enquiry. In some ways this digital search reiterates in digital form Pratt’s own situation with his aircraft 
immobilized on a Melbourne wharf and his consequent pragmatic searching flight landing him in Geelong.
Akin to Pratt’s encounter with the Melbourne wharves, research at the Geelong Heritage Centre had proved 
much slower than at the Victorian State Library and Victorian Museum, as it required searching through a phys-
ical filing system and microfiche during opening hours that gave uneven written descriptions of the images 
involved. At least a day’s notice was then required to view any images on site and then further negotiation on 
their use. This appeared to be a system designed for efficient pre-digital use, one that had not yet incorporated 
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the efficiencies of online archiving. This necessary but time consuming process was of course much more dif-
ficult to execute than going online after completing a list of other teaching and academic tasks during the day; 
the reality of an information rich but time poor professional environment. Within the digital, ethical constraints 
as well as copyright considerations can slow image acquisition as well. Though executed online, the use of cul-
turally sensitive images of Geelong’s early indigenous inhabitants has understandably had to undergo an ethi-
cal but obscure clearance process within the State Library system that has so far taken 10 months to finalise. 
Pratt’s war hero status in a military campaign that defined Australian and New Zealand’s key ANZAC identity, 
combined with the eminent role of aviator and a continued association with the technologies of progress and 
speed, all marked Charles Pratt with distinction, markers successfully converted to commercial success in a pro-
vincial setting. The prominent high definition vistas of Airspy’s black and white aerial photographs speak to this 
cultural elevation, further offering a domesticated visual trace of the brutal military operations that spawned 
its technology and technique, situations experienced directly by Pratt during his World War I service.
 
Sievers
Wolfgang Sievers’ (1913-2007) photographs were also sourced from the Victorian State Library Online Cata-
logue. His story and practice were more visible inside Australian cultural debate than Pratt’s. Sievers landing 
in Australia in 1938, uncannily avoiding conscription as an aerial photographer for the German Luftwaffe, to 
become the pre-eminent industrial and architectural photographer in Australia. Sievers himself ‘claimed to 
have been instrumental in changing the image of Australia as a country of wheat and wool to one of industry, 
craftsmen and scientific achievements’. (Zuker and Jones, 2007) His father was an art and architectural historian 
dismissed by the Nazi government in 1933 and his mother a Jewish writer and educator. From 1936 to 1938, 
Sievers studied at the Contempora-Lehrateliers für neue Werkkunst in Berlin. After war was declared, already in 
Australia, he served in the Australian Army from 1942 to 1946.
While Helen Ennis asserts that Sievers’ photographs could have been taken anywhere in the industrialised 
world (Ennis, 1997, p. 116) for Dunja Rmadic ‘the full effect of the photograph lies in its context’ (Rmadic, 2007, 
p. 7), communicating an in-between that is part of being a migrant in Australia, performing Paul Carter’s ‘con-
stant arrival’; ‘the migrant does not arrive once and for all but continues to arrive, each new situation requiring 
a new set of responses, almost a new identity’. (Carter, 1992, p. 3) For Rmadic images like the Geelong Ford Fac-
tory parking lot, surrounded by established suburban houses ask ‘are we looking at an abandoned project or 
one newly begun?’ (Rmadic, 2007, p. 7) This is a question that now returns, predicting Geelong’s contemporary 
waterfront, morphing from industrial node to public entertainment precinct.
Sievers’ images communicate beyond a modernist aesthetic, suggesting an in-between space that delivers an 
aesthetic of displacement to the viewer. European migrants, upon arrival in Australia often lamented the pro-
vincial state of their new location. (Rmadic, 2007, p. 8) Echoing Rmadic’s query on abandonment and renewal, 
Sievers 1960s images of Geelong’s Cunningham Pier, for example, though respectful of the workers recorded, 
have the now refurbished Lascelles Wool Stores in the background, before their transformation into Deakin 
University’s Waterfront Campus; an image containing both abandonment and renewal in this way. Jim Dem-
etrious’ childhood reminiscences also noted a working waterfront in decline. 
Being post 1950, Sievers’ photographs, though available online in thumbnail form are not copyright free like 
those of Pratt’s, but can at the discretion of the library services, under the stipulations of Sievers’ donation, be 
freely utilized for educational or research purposes, enabling their use for the Threshold project. Within these 
guidelines each image is available in high quality digital form for a nominal $23 fee, a process negotiable on-
line. In a further, even more emphatic moral framing, in 2006 Sievers submitted all his remaining photographs 
in benevolence to human rights activist Julian Burnside, QC, to be sold to benefit human rights causes. This is 
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a further iteration of Sievers’ open and ethical professional practice, borne out of his laudable evasion of the 
Holocaust and its consequences.
Demetrious
The narrative spine of Threshold is a roaming recounting of Jim Demetrious’s childhood and youth, of Geelong’s 
changing waterfront spaces, earlier recorded physically by Pratt and Sievers, the recall of events and beach 
vistas from the 1960s and 1980s. Jim’s voice contains those searching pauses and hesitations of retrieval, that 
oral rhythm and tone signifying the act of a searching remembrance. There is a randomized rhythm here akin 
to that grazing mode when image trawling the internet or aimlessly wandering through a city’s streetscape, 
something that now gets simulated at the other side of the world with a dérive through Google maps, the lat-
est reincarnation of what Vilem Flusser has called the ‘technical image’.
Jim Demetrious’s Greek parents migrated in the 1950s, slightly later than Sievers, post Second World War. They 
met and married in Australia. After working at the Ford Motor Factory the family started its own fish shop in 
the early 1960s, buying fish from the local fishermen. Demetrious recounts going to Eastern Beach as a child 
with his father and later his friends, the games they played. As a youth he recalls the platforms and diving 
boards of the more popular Western Beach, its vanished dodgem cars, carnival rides and bowling alley, moving 
as a group of boys through the now obsolete railway yards servicing a working port in decline. He recounts 
a disappearing scallop industry through overfishing, a diminished wool industry relocated elsewhere and the 
pleasures of fishing for large schools of whiting now also absent. He mentions the emptying of crowds from 
Eastern to Western beach and then to the nearby surf beaches facilitated, ironically, by the new mobility of the 
affordable family car manufactured in the very factory that had sustained Geelong but is now also set to close 
by 2016. 
An important anomaly is Jim’s recall of a display of Elvis Presley’s pink Cadillac. This was a stand-out memory 
from his youth: ‘The honey pot that brought people back to Hi-Lite Park’. Awkwardly, research confirms that the 
Cadillac was actually gold, not pink. How could he get it so wrong? Judith Walker coined the term ‘disremem-
bering’ for such a synthesis of embellishment and blunder (Walker, 2005, p. 80). Such mistakes do not discount 
a core experience at the memory’s base but power an emotive force for transforming the real into metaphor. 
Does a similar architecture of anomaly and ‘truth’ hold true for the authorship of Airspy’s archive, or Sieverts’ 
view of his own achievements? Also, is such dis-remembering new embedded too seamlessly through the mal-
leability of digital media, into the surface of Flusser’s ‘technical image’?
 
Amalgam
A digital amalgam of these historic traces form Threshold, enmeshed in imagery and sounds from contempo-
rary Geelong. These contemporary traces are sourced from Google Maps, with added sound effects of dodgem 
cars, bowling alleys, time lapse images of Geelong’s current Ferris Wheel and traffic plus images of an Eastern 
Beach, an area converted from beach to a public recreation area and walking track through its history. A gentri-
fication from industry to recreation and tourism is also evident at Western Beach, recording Cunningham Pier 
as commuter and restaurant parking space that empties every evening. The waterfront generally is depicted 
as a public recreational space populated with coffee shops and restaurants, surrounded by sculptures and 
community art. 
The layering technologies of editing software like “Photoshop” and “Final Cut Pro” and phone apps like “Motion 
Pics” and “Stop Motion”, that allow HD time-lapse and animation on the run, all transform the documentary 
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image into the endlessly plastic and pliable, a shift from the a witnessing of the real associated with the tradi-
tional analogue chemical photograph. Yet this new situation delivers a trace of the moment for anyone walk-
ing along the waterfront with their i-phone, to mark a real or imagined journey. These situations produce levels 
of accessibility that some traditional archives have embraced more seamlessly than others, migrating Sievers’ 
and Pratt’s recording practices to instant download and locatability for research and to the finger-tip access of 
the mobile phone globally.
The situation that produces this amalgam demonstrates what Lev Manovich has referred to as the shift in vi-
sual culture from a photographic, to a malleable painterly digital medium with animation practice at its core. 
(Manovich, 2001, p. 302) This is a flexibility demonstrated by the annotated Google Map, an example of Flusser’s 
‘technical image’. (Ströhl, 2004, p. xxiii). For Flusser the means of constructing these meaningful surfaces are 
rendered invisible, creating a form of amnesia in its audience requiring analysis:
The technical images currently all around us are in the process of magically re-structuring our ‘reality’ and turning it into 
a ‘global image scenario’. Essentially this is a question of ‘amnesia’. Human beings forget that they created the images in 
order to orientate themselves in the world. Since they are no longer able to decode them, their lives become a function 
of their own images: Imagination has turned to hallucination.’ (Flusser, 2000, p. 10)
… any criticism of technical images must be aimed at an elucidation of its inner workings. As long as there is no way of 
engaging in such criticism of technical images, we shall remain illiterate. (Flusser, 2000, p. 16)
My rationale in identifying the personal histories embedded in Sievers’ and Pratt’s images, and suggesting 
that these can be retrieved a-historically through their texture, form and structure, returns to Flusser’s call to 
elucidate the technical image’s inner workings and essentially incorporates McLuhan’s insight on the primacy 
of the medium over its content.
Flusser’s ‘global image scenario’ is not as utopian as Marshal McLuhan’s 1960s manifestation of a ‘Global Village’, 
incorporating the insights of migrant displacement that Rmadic identifies in Sievers’ photographs. McLuhan’s 
‘Age of Anxiety’ (McLuhan, 1964, p. 12), brought on by electric speed, and evident in the mobility performed by 
Pratt’s heroic engagement with the machine, becomes for Flusser a problem of hallucination and amnesia, of 
forgetting, which Demetrious’s oral remembering valiantly attempt to counter. 
For Flusser, the experience of displacement, a dissociation experienced directly and viscerally in real physical 
migration, which grounds the migrant’s experience, is now experienced by all through the digital hyper-mobil-
ity of capital and media, bringing about a preoccupation with surface and a proliferation of technical images 
that communicate concepts rather than phenomena and events (Flusser, 2003), a more ambiguous reincarna-
tion of McLuhan’s ‘The Medium is the Message’.
What remains embedded in the seamless transitions to digitized archives is the implicit aesthetic trace fash-
ioned by the recording devices of each historic period. Within the expanded malleable aesthetic fields enabled 
by digital technologies, named by Flusser as ‘technical images’, the possibility emerges for the image to reflect 
directly the flawed but real processes of remembering, which for Walker includes disremembering, identifying 
forces operating in the complex narratives of daily life, that migrated both Pratt and Sievers to Australia. Does 
this new situation enable the archive to communicate a more “accurate” view of the past? Or is this question 
merely a trace of a way of critical thinking no longer available in our new technological situation? This re-search 
suggests that it is a bit of both.
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